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The abstraction of a long video is often useful to a user in determining whether the video
is worth viewing or not. In particular, video abstraction guarantees users of digital
libraries with the fast, safe and reliable access of video data. Two approaches, such as
summary sequences and highlights are possible in video abstraction. The summary
sequences are good for documentaries because they give an overview of the contents of the
entire video, whereas highlights are good for movie trailers because they contain only the
most interesting video segments. The video abstraction can be generated by three steps:
analyzing video, selecting video clips, and synthesizing the output. In the analyzing video
step, salient features, structures, or patterns in visual information, audio information, and
textual information are detected. In the selecting step, meaningful clips are selected from
detected features in the previous step. In the output synthesis step, the selected video clips
are composed into the final form of the abstract. In this chapter, we will discuss various video
abstraction techniques for digital libraries. In addition, we will also discuss a context-
based video abstraction method in which contextual information of the video shot is
computed. This method is useful in generating highlights because the contextual information
of the video shot reflects semantics in video data.

INTRODUCTION
Recently, the amount of video data stored in archives worldwide has been increasing

rapidly. To effectively deal with the huge amount of video data for a digital library, efficient
technologies of content-based video search and retrieval are crucial. In addition, for faster,
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safer, more reliable access for users anywhere in the world, it is desirable to maintain the
abstracted version of the video data on a digital library.

The abstraction of a long video is often useful to a viewer in determining whether the
video is worth viewing or not. Video abstraction refers to the sequence of images in which
the length of the sequence is shorter than the original but the essence of the content is
preserved (Uchihashi, Foote, Girgenshon, and Boreczky, 1999). The video abstracts are
useful in many application areas, such as multimedia archives for a digital library, home
entertainment and movie marketing.

In video abstraction, there are two approaches, summary sequences and highlights.
The summary sequences are good for documentaries because they give an overview of the
contents of the entire video, whereas highlights are good for movie trailers because they
contain only the most interesting video segments. In other words, summary sequences are
particularly important for information content, such as documentaries and newscasts, but
highlights are important for entertainment content, such as movies and TV dramas. However,
making summary sequences or highlights from video data is not an easy task because the
automatic extraction of semantics from raw video data is very difficult.

This chapter will focus on the various video abstraction techniques, such as summa-
rization and highlight generation for a digital library. We also discuss context-based video
abstraction. This chapter will be organized as follows. The next section describes the various
techniques in constructing video abstractions. State-of-the-art research systems and their
distinctive characteristics are described. The Video Abstraction Process section presents
current issues in video abstraction. We will discuss how to effectively reflect semantics and
affection. The section following that explains context-based video abstraction method. The
Future Trends section explains promising future research directions in constructing video
abstraction. And finally we provide some concluding remarks.

RELATED WORK
Significant efforts have been made on video abstraction in recent years. They were

mostly about constructing summary sequences from video data. Various domains of video
data, such as movies, TV dramas, newscasts, documentaries, presentation videos, sports
video and even home videos, were tested in creating good quality of summary sequences.
Information sources such as visual information, audio information, and textual information
were also investigated.

Video skimming (Smith and Kanade, 1997; Christal, Smith, Taylor, and Winkler, 1998)
was proposed for the abstraction of documentaries and newscasts in the CMU Informedia
Digital Video Library Project. In this approach, the video and the transcript are aligned by the
word spotting, and the language analysis is used to identify important words in the
transcripts. For example, if a face is detected in the video data and a proper name appears in
the transcript, it is assumed that a person is introduced and a 2-second video clip is selected
into the summary sequences. Christal  (1999) proposed a method of video digest for news
video libraries. In this video digest, three types of digest, such as word relationships, timelines
showing trends against time, and maps showing geographic correlations, were developed.
Currently, Informedia II Digital Video Library Project is under research for the purpose of
constructing video information summarization and demonstration testbed. In this project, a
unified infrastructure for integration and demonstration of object detection, recognition and
tracking, event understanding, query-by-example, and multi-modal fusion will be provided.
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